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hat Is EIFS? Exterior Insulation and Finish-

ing System is better known by the acronym EIFS. This very

popular exterior and interior surface has been installed in

Germany since the 1950s. During the middle 1970s, the en-

ergy crises in the U.S. created a market for this cladding 

material that rapidly expanded from insulating old energy-

wasting buildings to a popular lightweight finishing and

insulating material. It has replaced many of the tradition-

al exterior treatments such as brick, stone, vinyl, and alu-

minum siding in contemporary construction projects. The

ability to combine an almost limitless range of color and

form gave architects a new ability to create appearances that

were previously limited by weight and Mother Nature.

For the most part, EIFS installation is done by plaster-

ing contractors. This was the logical choice for the best in-

stallation for a product that was used in place of or in 

conjunction with cement plaster. The various finishes

available were intended to imitate those of cement plaster

surfaces. When the finish began to show signs of aging,

or was disfigured with graffiti, the building owners went
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back to the installer for maintenance action only to

find that most of these contractors had little or no

expertise in maintaining the surfaces that they had

installed. The EIFS contractor usually recommend-

ed the complete replacement of the surface coating.

This was an expensive and often unnecessary answer

to the problem.

The best alternative appeared to be the restoration

contractors that had always been relied upon for main-

taining masonry surfaces. However, the restoration

contractors had little understanding about the EIFS

surfaces. In most cases, the restoration contractors

were afraid of the surface because either they had heard

about certain lawsuits or they had seen some of the

early installations where adhesive failures left pieces

of the surface curled or missing from the wall. The

lawsuits were settled and the problems causing the

lawsuits were corrected in the 1990s.

A Period of Experimentation

Some restoration contractors would undertake a

project involving the cleaning of the EIFS surface in

order to try to help a good customer. The same

types of contamination that are found on masonry

were also found on EIFS. This led them to try clean-

ing EIFS with the same cleaning materials that they

had traditionally used on masonry. It was understood

that abrasive cleaning was not the answer to any of

the cleaning problems. High-pressure water pro-

duced acceptable to marginal results and some-

times resulted in the partial removal of the surface.

The ability to clean the surface satisfactorily was en-

tirely dependent upon the condition of the finish 

coating. This was something that the masonry con-

tractor usually had little experience in determining

prior to starting a project.
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Attempts at using either proprietary or non-

proprietary hydrofluoric acid products often caused

streaking of the surface and color loss. The risk of

damage to unprotected window glass, foliage, and

adjacent property was the same as for cleaning ma-

sonry. Muriatic acid didn’t work very well and neither

did most proprietary hydrochloric acid cleaners. The 

use of alkaline products, that were intended for use 

in cleaning either marble or limestone, produced rea-

sonable results, but were prone to streaking, could

cause damage to adjacent painted surfaces, and dilu-

tion rates were guesswork.

Tri-Sodium Phosphate and common household

bleach seemed to be the best answer but were difficult

to use on large surfaces and tended to dry out on the 

surface if they were not rinsed quickly. This meant

working on one small area at a time that was not gen-

erally cost effective when large areas were involved. 

The use of proprietary “truck wash” chemicals had much

the same results as the other products. An acceptable 

cleaning project was mostly a hit and miss proposition.

Manufacturers Take Notice

After many years of requests for cleaning information

from the EIFS manufacturers, manufacturer-supplied or



recommended cleaning materials

began to appear in the market. In

some cases, a clear water-based sur-

face treatment was also made avail-

able. The chemical composition of

some of these cleaners appeared 

to be similar to some of the same

cleaners that the contractors had

experimented with on their own.

Several of the masonry cleaning

chemical manufacturers also entered

the market with proprietary cleaners

and surface treatment for EIFS.

Project Preparation

Regardless of where the cleaning

materials are obtained, it is still up to

the contractor to be familiar with

the type and condition of the surface

that they are working on. A review

of the project should be undertaken

to find any potential trouble areas such

as failed caulking, surface damage,

prior repair work that didn’t match

the original color, or any other con-

dition that might lead to a possible

complaint after the cleaning work has

been completed. Read the cleaning

chemical supplier’s data sheets prior

to starting any testing work.

Several test-cleaning areas should

be done prior to furnishing a price

for the project. If the project includes

a protective clear treatment, one of

the test areas should also receive an

application to check for any unac-

ceptable change in color or sheen.

You should also determine if the

surface treatment is to be a water

repellent or an anti-graffiti treat-

ment, if that has not been discussed

in advance. Both types of products

exist and may differ in price and

composition. Have the structure

owner, or other responsible per-

son, approve the test area before

any general work begins. The test

area or areas will serve as the proj-

ect standard for performance.

It is a good idea to work with an

EIFS contractor and have them do any

repair work that might be involved,

unless the cleaning contractor is also

an EIFS installer. Joint ventures

between a cleaning contractor and 

an EIFS contractor have been very

rewarding for both companies in

that referral work flows both ways.

Having an EIFS contractor review the

structure prior to issuing a bid is a

good safety factor for a power wash

contractor that is just getting started

in the EIFS cleaning business.

Equipment

This area has no defined answer.

Each contractor seems to have their

own opinion regarding the use of 

hot water vs. cold, and pressures

from 2000 psi up to 7000 psi, with

the larger units capable of running

more than one wand. The only area

of agreement is the use of wide 

fan tips such as a 45-degree tip and

a flow rate of at least 4 gpm. The 

contractors that do extensive work

all use trailer mounted units with 

a tank for their own water supply

when the unexpected situation

occurs where the building water

flow rate will not keep up with

their pressure washer.

Most contractors also have a

series of extension wands with a

capability of reaching 25 or more feet
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from the ground. Application of the

cleaning chemical is usually done

with low pressure sprayers or down-

stream injectors. When scrubbing of

stubborn areas is required, an exten-

sion pole with scrub brush attached

is a must-have piece of equipment.

I will say that the use of hot water

pressure washers (110˚ ± 10˚ F set-

tings) is more prevalent than the

use of cold water units. Those con-

tractors using the hot water units 

generally use them for all projects.

Project Pricing

This is another area where there

seems to be no single agreement.

Contractors that have been active in

the masonry-cleaning field tend to

price by the square foot. Other con-

tractors that have done mainte-

nance cleaning work tend to price

by the hour. In no case did I find any-

one working on a time and materi-

als basis, although this might be a

good way to get started in this busi-

ness if you do not have any expe-

rience in EIFS cleaning.

An Opportunity For Expansion

For contractors searching for

expansion opportunities, this may

be the first significant and rela-

tively new surface to work on since

the wood deck washing business

came into being. You should do

some investigation of area suppli-

ers to determine where you can

purchase EIFS cleaning and sur-

face treatment products that work.

Allying your cleaning business 

with an EIFS installer seems to be 

a good move for both parties. The

only remaining item is to go out

and contact some building owners

with EIFS cladding that is more

than five years old and in need 

of either cleaning, graffiti mainte-

nance work, or both. Remember,

in most cases, the building owner

doesn’t know that the surface can 

be cleaned and probably has less

knowledge about maintaining the

surface than you have.

Tom Auel is Product Manager for

ShoreBest, a manufacturer of building

cleaning and restoration products. CT
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